Beginners to intermediate
SHAVE IT your way with our exclusive flavas flown in straight from the islands of Hawaii. Flava so natural you’ll think your on vacation. Choose a size, choose a flava and order up.

GO BIG OR GO HOME (16OZ) $3.59
(PRICE INCLUDES ONE FLAVA)
HOME (8OZ) $3.09
(PRICE INCLUDES ONE FLAVA)

FLAVAS
CHERRY MELONA
BANANA PASSION FRUIT
ROOT BEER BOBBLE GUM
VANILLA STRAWBERRY
MANGO LEMON
GUAVA FRAP-A-CHICA
LIME WATERMELON
LALYCHEE HAWAIIAN PUNCH
FRENCH VANILLA ORANGE
COCONUT BOBBLE GUM
COTTON CANDY GREEN TEA
PINK LEMONADE RASPBERRY
PINEAPPLE GRAPE

TRICK IT OUT
For a super sweet ride… trick out your Shave It.

ADD A FLAVA .59
Add as many flavas to your Shave It as you wish, we recommend starting with two but if your a pro go for broke

ADD A LITTLE ICE CREAM .79
The coolest trick in the bag will have you believing “Heaven Just Froze Over”

SOURADE .59
Pucker up with a flava jolt of Sourade. We recommend sprinkling Sourade on top of Cherry, Strawberry, Lime, Grape, Lemon, or Pink Lemonade

FROST .59
A little cream always makes for a tasty Shave It

SHAVE IT
YOUR WAY

SHAVE IT
OUR WAY

Shave It like a pro – not to brag but we know our stuff! Here are just a few of our top combos.

ROOT BEER FLOAT
Frosted Root beer with Vanilla Ice Cream

NINGHTO BEER CRASH
Cherry and Lime with Sour Sprinkles

SUZZIE Q
Watermelon and Pink Lemonade with Vanilla Ice Cream

NEPTUNE’S COCKTAIL
LALYCHEE and Lemon with Vanilla Ice Cream

CHILLAX
Grape and Lime with Vanilla Ice Cream

YARD SALE
Ice Bound Pineapple, Lemon and Guava with Macadamia Nut Ice Cream

ARTIC COUGAR
Frosted Frap-A-Chica with Vanilla Ice Cream

X-FACTOR
Frosted French Vanilla with Brazilian Coffee Ice Cream

SOUTH SHORE BIRTHDAY
Frosted French Vanilla with Dutch Chocolate Ice Cream

FLAMBOYANT WHEEZY
Frosted Frap-A-Chica with Peanut Butter Crunch Ice Cream

FANCY PANTS
Banana, Pineapple on Island Coconut Ice Cream

FLY BYE
Blue Vanilla and Frap-A-Chica with Chocolate Mint Chip Ice Cream

SPONSORED COMBOS

CATCHA RAINBOW
Strawberry, Banana, Vanilla with Vanilla Ice Cream

TROPICAL SWELL
Ice Bound Pineapple, Coconut, Banana, Vanilla Ice Cream

EXPERIENCED TROPICAL SWELL
Passion Fruit, Mango, Guava and Macadamia Nut Ice Cream

SHAVE IT
ON A DIET

For a super sweet ride… trick out your Shave It.

ADD A FLAVA .59
Add as many flavas to your Shave It as you wish, we recommend starting with two but if your a pro go for broke

ADD A LITTLE ICE CREAM .79
The coolest trick in the bag will have you believing “Heaven Just Froze Over”

SOURADE .59
Pucker up with a flava jolt of Sourade. We recommend sprinkling Sourade on top of Cherry, Strawberry, Lime, Grape, Lemon, or Pink Lemonade

FROST .59
A little cream always makes for a tasty Shave It

KICK ICE
ICE CREAM

Shave It with Ice Cream.

THE BRAZILIAN (COFFEE THAT IS)
CHIP HAPPENS (CHOCOLATE MINT CHIP)
OREO’ SPEEDWAGON (THINK ABOUT IT)
COOKIE DOUGH
DUTCH CHOCOLATE
ISLAND MACADAMIA NUT
PEANUT BUTTA WITH A CRUNCH (NOT SAID)
VANILLA BEAN
RAINBOW SHERBET
BOBBLE GUM (“O” NOT A “U”)

SEASONAL FLAVAS
CALIFORNIA LEMON ZEST EGG NOG
PUMPKIN ROOT BEER MARBLE
PEPPERMINT STICK

ICE CREAM ONLY SIZES AND PRICES
ONE SCOOPAGE (4OZ) $2.89
TWO SCOOPAGE (8OZ) $3.89
EXTRA SCOOPAGE $ .95

ENERGY ON ICE

Coffee is so old school. Energy On Ice is packed with lots of airdrinilin. Our Energy On Ice can beat up your Latte!
Available Leaded or Unleaded (sugar free)

GO BIG OR GO HOME (16OZ) $5.47
HOME (8OZ) $4.97

GO BIG OR GO HOME (16OZ) $3.59
HOME (8OZ) $3.09

Cherry, Lime with Sour Sprinkles

YARD SALE
Ice Bound Pineapple, Lemon and Guava with Macadamia Nut Ice Cream

ARTIC COUGAR
Frosted Frap-A-Chica with Vanilla Ice Cream

X-FACTOR
Frosted French Vanilla with Brazilian Coffee Ice Cream

SOUTH SHORE BIRTHDAY
Frosted French Vanilla with Dutch Chocolate Ice Cream

FLAMBOYANT WHEEZY
Frosted Frap-A-Chica with Peanut Butter Crunch Ice Cream

FANCY PANTS
Banana, Pineapple on Island Coconut Ice Cream

FLY BYE
Blue Vanilla and Frap-A-Chica with Chocolate Mint Chip Ice Cream

SPONSORED COMBOS

CATCHA RAINBOW
Strawberry, Banana, Vanilla with Vanilla Ice Cream

TROPICAL SWELL
Ice Bound Pineapple, Coconut, Banana, Vanilla Ice Cream

EXPERIENCED TROPICAL SWELL
Passion Fruit, Mango, Guava and Macadamia Nut Ice Cream

SHAVE IT
ON A DIET

For a super sweet ride… trick out your Shave It.

ADD A FLAVA .59
Add as many flavas to your Shave It as you wish, we recommend starting with two but if your a pro go for broke

ADD A LITTLE ICE CREAM .79
The coolest trick in the bag will have you believing “Heaven Just Froze Over”

SOURADE .59
Pucker up with a flava jolt of Sourade. We recommend sprinkling Sourade on top of Cherry, Strawberry, Lime, Grape, Lemon, or Pink Lemonade

FROST .59
A little cream always makes for a tasty Shave It
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Shave It with Ice Cream.

THE BRAZILIAN (COFFEE THAT IS)
CHIP HAPPENS (CHOCOLATE MINT CHIP)
OREO’ SPEEDWAGON (THINK ABOUT IT)
COOKIE DOUGH
DUTCH CHOCOLATE
ISLAND MACADAMIA NUT
PEANUT BUTTA WITH A CRUNCH (NOT SAID)
VANILLA BEAN
RAINBOW SHERBET
BOBBLE GUM (“O” NOT A “U”)

SEASONAL FLAVAS
CALIFORNIA LEMON ZEST EGG NOG
PUMPKIN ROOT BEER MARBLE
PEPPERMINT STICK

ICE CREAM ONLY SIZES AND PRICES
ONE SCOOPAGE (4OZ) $2.89
TWO SCOOPAGE (8OZ) $3.89
EXTRA SCOOPAGE $ .95

ENERGY ON ICE

Coffee is so old school. Energy On Ice is packed with lots of airdrinilin. Our Energy On Ice can beat up your Latte!
Available Leaded or Unleaded (sugar free)

GO BIG OR GO HOME (16OZ) $5.47
HOME (8OZ) $4.97

Cherry, Lime with Sour Sprinkles

YARD SALE
Ice Bound Pineapple, Lemon and Guava with Macadamia Nut Ice Cream

ARTIC COUGAR
Frosted Frap-A-Chica with Vanilla Ice Cream

X-FACTOR
Frosted French Vanilla with Brazilian Coffee Ice Cream

SOUTH SHORE BIRTHDAY
Frosted French Vanilla with Dutch Chocolate Ice Cream

FLAMBOYANT WHEEZY
Frosted Frap-A-Chica with Peanut Butter Crunch Ice Cream

FANCY PANTS
Banana, Pineapple on Island Coconut Ice Cream

FLY BYE
Blue Vanilla and Frap-A-Chica with Chocolate Mint Chip Ice Cream
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CATCHA RAINBOW
Strawberry, Banana, Vanilla with Vanilla Ice Cream

TROPICAL SWELL
Ice Bound Pineapple, Coconut, Banana, Vanilla Ice Cream

EXPERIENCED TROPICAL SWELL
Passion Fruit, Mango, Guava and Macadamia Nut Ice Cream

SHAVE IT
ON A DIET

For a super sweet ride… trick out your Shave It.

ADD A FLAVA .59
Add as many flavas to your Shave It as you wish, we recommend starting with two but if your a pro go for broke

ADD A LITTLE ICE CREAM .79
The coolest trick in the bag will have you believing “Heaven Just Froze Over”

SOURADE .59
Pucker up with a flava jolt of Sourade. We recommend sprinkling Sourade on top of Cherry, Strawberry, Lime, Grape, Lemon, or Pink Lemonade

FROST .59
A little cream always makes for a tasty Shave It
WHAT'S A SHAVE IT?
Honestly put, a SHAVE IT is a soft cup of snow, drizzled with several exotic flavors made from recipes handed down from many generations. It’s a “vacation in a cup.” Flavors so natural you can feel the sun on your face and hear the ocean while your eyes are closed. Shave Its’ are the closest thing to ice cream without the cream. Imagine if heaven just froze over, that’s a “Shave It.” Soft snow, packed just enough to hold the flavors in. Not to be confused with a snow cone, Shave Its’ have zero crunch and no straw is needed, the snow is so soft it melts in your mouth. Addicting enough to keep you coming back daily…..even in the winter. Go ahead revolutionize your sweet tooth…….SHAVE IT

WHAT COLOR IS YOUR FLAVA?

WARNING: Shave Its’ are proven to be highly habit forming, which may be the inspiration behind our first location. While enjoying a Shave It, many people break into a spontaneous laughter that causes “laughter tears”, some people feel euphoric and describe a Zen state of mind.

Proceeds go to:

Foster a Miracle

Shave It Inc. changes little lives everyday. Instead of continually raising money in our community Foster a Miracle created a self sustaining fund raiser and named it Shave It.

Shave It Inc. has created a gathering place where people of all ages can eat lots of flavored ice, laugh and share. With every Shave It sold, a percentage is donated to Foster a Miracle, a foundation that inspires the futures of foster children.

_foster a mir-a-cle_: to promote and develop a wonderful occurrence…..a foster child’s wish!

Shave It Inc.
11-B East Hillcrest
 Thousand Oaks, CA
805.496.4800